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Generic extraction was the primary focus of this funded project. To successfully extract relationships about generic entities and events, the previously developed Named Entity-based extraction algorithm was modified and extended into a process to work on events and nominal entities within the Nuclear Smuggling data domain. A secondary focus was the identification and categorization of numeric and time expressions. An evaluation shows significant improvement alone precision and recall: measures. The framework and a preliminary algorithm for specialization of event frames and attributes was designed. 
Generic Event Recognition and Extraction
Background During the initial EELD Seedling Project, the Center extended its NLP-based entity, concept, and relation identification and extraction capabilities to include events -based on a modeling of the two expressed domains of interest, i.e. mergers & acquisitions, and smuggling. In developing the event extraction capability, a generic model of 'change & effect' was used, which was then specified by studying a sample of reports first for mergers & acquisitions, and then nuclear smuggling. These specialized models enabled identification of the important events and sub-events for which the extraction system needed rules. However, it was found that both the rule development process and the system's extraction module could be improved in effectiveness and efficiency if a more generic event recognition and extraction capability was first developed, and then used as the basis for specialized event extraction.
The following report outlines the work accomplished through the project towards that goal.
Testbed
Five document collections were downloaded from the DARPA/ SHIELD web site which deal with nuclear smuggling. These collections were prepared for processing, and testing. A total of 4888 documents were collected. About 10%, or 503 documents, were set aside as our test set. The remainder were used for training and development.
Baseline Evaluation
A baseline evaluation of performance was done on these documents using the processing system before development of a robust set of generic extraction rules. Elements that were evaluated include the identification and categorization of Proper Named Entities and Numeric Concepts, and the extraction of events, entities and relations among them.
Evaluation was based on the standard information metrics of precision and recall, that is, accuracy and coverage of the system. The results of the baseline evaluation were later compared to the Final Evaluation results. Detailed results from both evaluations are discussed under Final Evaluation.
EELD Coordination
Throughout this development period, it was important to work closely with other participants in DARPA's EELD program to develop a database schema to facilitate interaction among the various technologies. We responded in an effort to ensure that the schema remained flexible to allow for unknown data and unexpected forms that are discovered through the extraction process to be incorporated and thus usable by Link Discovery and Pattern Recognition technologies.
System Development
Numeric Expressions
The correct identification and categorization of names and numeric concepts is important for the process of extracting relationships from text. The smuggling data includes named entity types new to our system, and refinements in both identification and categorization were warranted.
Numeric concept identification and categorization was a newer process. Based on the results of the baseline study, development of rules to improve numeric concept detection and categorization was among the first tasks addressed, in particular, to improve the detection of dates and time periods which can be quite complex. This was done by adding new rules and knowledge sources to the generic entity-based system.
Generic Event Extraction
To successfully extract relationships about generic events and entities, the extraction algorithm was modified and extended into a process to work for all of our previous Named entity-based extractions as well as the generic event and entity extractions.
Rules for generic event extraction were written using an iterative process of development and testing. The initial focus of the rule set was on the direct extraction of agency and object relationships based on verb occurrences, that is, who or what initiated an event and who or what was affected by the event, with particular attention to the problem of active and passive voice. Previously, some of this information was extracted through the Named entity-based extraction algorithm, but without the flexibility and power that is now available. A second focus was on the development of rules which recognize when nominalization forms of events occur, such as "explosion" as an instance of "explode", or "assassination" as an instance of "assassinate".
Additional extractions which provided attributes to the events, such as location, point in time, and other links were developed.
Specialization
The predominant events within the collection have been analyzed for specialization of events. A preliminary outline of event classes of interest was developed (Appendix A). For these event classes, four were selected to test possible algorithms for specialization: arrest, kill, smuggle and detain. For this purpose, possible use of FrameNet was pursued. However, FrameNet was not intended for the type of data EELD is interested in, and frame representations were not available for the events of interest. We therefore proceeded to develop specialized slot values for the four test event classes.
The following provides an example of the result of event class identification and specialization.
Generic Table: Frametype An algorithm has been developed which utilizes rules to specialize the four events and will provide the foundation for further development and testing within the larger EELD program.
Final Evaluation
A final evaluation was carried out in order to report improvement statistics. Since the evaluation itself is a manual process, it was impractical to evaluate the 503 documents within the test set, so two subsets of documents were chosen. The evaluation was based on 26 documents which had a total of 299 sentences. Two-thirds of the documents had been used for the baseline evaluation. This provided a review of the improvements made on data that had been seen, even though it was not used for development. The remainder were new test documents, and represented different and a wider variety of data sources. Evaluation of this group demonstrated the performance of the system as applied to new unseen data, and can suggest performance as new domains of interest are tackled. There was no significant performance difference between the two groups of documents.
A complete evaluation was undertaken, using the measures of precision and recall to determine the performance of the Named Entity and Numeric Concept bracketing and categorization processes as well as the performance of relation extraction.
Precision and recall are standard measures of performance within the information field. Precision is the relative accuracy of the system, and recall is the relative coverage of the system. Both are expressed as a percentage. They are defined as follows:
Precision = number of correctly extracted items --------------------------------------------total number of linked items
Recall = number of correctly extracted items --------------------------------------------total number of items in the sample
Results:
Bracketing -Named Entities and Numeric Concepts
It can be seen that the largest improvement was for the identification of numeric concepts, which reflects a major focus of this project. 
Categorization -Named Entities and Numeric Concepts
Although bracketing of names appears to have improved somewhat and categorization of names appears to have degraded somewhat, the small percentage may be an artifact of the particular sample that was selected since it was not a large sample. However, the small increase in categorization of numeric concepts is significant since a significantly larger proportion of numeric concepts were available for categorization as a result of the improvement in bracketing. 
Extraction of Entities and Events
All entities (expressed either as a Proper Named Entity or as a common noun or noun phrase) and events were evaluated for extraction performance if an attribute was associated with them. For example, in the phrase " the cat ran to the barn", cat would not be an extractable entity because there is no attribute related to the cat. However, in the phrase "the calico cat ran to the barn", "cat" is extractable, with the attribute "characteristic = calico". Both phrases have the extractable event "run", with an "agent" slot and a "destination" slot.
Recall of entities and events was measured to indicate the proportion of extractable events and entities that were extracted. While this measure says nothing about the quality of attributes that were extracted, it is clear that much more information was extracted.
Event and Entity extraction (Recall):
Baseline Final Improvement Events: 50% 93% 86% Entities: 27% 61% 126%
Attribute performance was measured in three ways: as related to entities; as related to events; and as related to both. What is noteworthy about these results is that both precision and recall figures improved significantly for extractions. It is well known within the field of information retrieval, for example, that it is typical that as precision of results increases, recall decreases. However, in the information extraction arena, it is clear that improvements can be seen in both coverage and in accuracy.
Future Work
There are clear mandates for future work as a result of this evaluation. Future projects, in particular the big EELD project, will require a continued effort to increase recall of extractions as well as a larger specialization effort. In addition, efforts to reduce the error in the resultant extractions to boost precision (accuracy) are warranted.
